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Abstract : In preceding papers (Pnper I [ 1 J  and Paper II | 2 J )  we have reviewed the 
important role of neutron capture nucleosynthesis in different evolving stages of stellni evolution 
( i e main sequence stage, red giant phase, supernova stuge and neutron star phase) and 
production ol heavy elements In particular, we have explored how neutrons produced in one 
stage come into next stage as remnant and play an active role to begin nucleosynthesis in the 
next stage for ultimate neutron star formation as well as various difficulties and uncertainties in 
different evolving phases A lot of improvements in nucleosynthetic physics have been occurred 
during the last year with the help of advanced techniques and numerical simulations In the 
present paper, we have attempted to present a progress report on it and the remaining difficulties 
and uncertainties which are to be solved for understanding the stellar nucleosynthetic physics.
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1. Introduction
Nucleosynthesis plays an important role in order to understand the physics of stellar 
evolution, nuclear element synthesis as well as generation of heavy elements during stellar 
evolution and the origin of elements in stars. It is believed from the abundance curve of the 
nuclei found in nature that most of the nuclei are the product of a sequence of more or less 
discrete processes occurring inside the stars. Three distinct contributors for the production 
of heavy elements involving neutron addition to the seed elements previously 56Fe are the s- 
process (slow neutron capture process [3,4]), the r-process (the rapid neutron capture 
process [4]), and the p-process (for the production of proton-rich heavy isotopes i.e. the p- 
nuclei [5-7]). However, the major contributors are the s-process and r-process. It is also 
thought that in the stellar interior, most of the naturally occurring heavy elements other than 
Fe group nuclei, are synthesized through the slow (s-) and/or rapid (r-) neutron capture 
processes.
Although the sLprocess is one of the major nucleosynthetic processes, an 
environment with a much lower neutron density than the r-process is required for its 
occurrence. It is also occurred over a much longer time period. The recent abundance curve 
(Figure 1) analysis shows that the,s-process is not a freeze cut from the equilibrium i.e, the. 
environment favours this slow neutroh capture process to reach equilibrium but fails to 
achieve it. The main reason is the production of s-nuclei by the pre-existiQg seed nuclei 
through the capture of liberated neutrons during the reaction.
The fitting of <rN curve to the solar system s-process abundance suggest different 
sites for the strong s-process eoriiponent (or main component), weak s-process component
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as well as necessity of neutron exposure. The main component (i.e. neutron exposure with 
^  * 0.30 mb-1) produces most of the nuclei in the mass range 90 < A < 204 while the weak 
component (i.e. neutron exposure with T0 ~ 0.60 mb"1) produces nuclei for A < 90. But 
recent result [8] indicates uncertainties in the weak s-process component reaction and 
shows that
(i) the s-process is somewhat more robust than previously thought,
(ii) the separation of the A < 90 s-nuclei into those coming from the weak and the main
components, is more complicated.
The occurrence of the r-proccss depends on whether it is a primary or secondary process. 
The time scale associated with the r-process indicates to violent events for example 
supernova, winds from nascent neutron star, etc. These indicate that r-process is a primary 
process, freeze out from equilibrium process. If the system is quite neutron-rich, this 
i-process still occurs. In that case, the degree of neutron richness necessary for a r-process 
in a high entropy environment is less than in a low entropy system i.e. the degree of neutron 
richness tor a primary r-process depends directly on the entropy per baryon [9]. For a low 
entropy environment the r-process needs Ye as low as 0.1-0.2 f 10,111 at the mass cut (i.e. 
the boundary between the matter that escapes into space from the supernova and the matter 
that remains as part of the remnant neutron star). But current picture is that the yield of Ye 
from type II supernova is more than that expected above.
In this mass-cut difficulty, Woosley and Hoffman [12J suggested that winds from the 
nascent neutron stars arose due to r-process So, a full survey of stellar nucleosynthesis is 
required in order to understand the above.
In this review, we have discussed only neutron capture nucleosynthesis through s-, 
p- and r- processes during stellar evolution i.e. from the birth of a star to neutron star stage. 
In Section 2 wc have pointed out the new probable sites for s-, p- and r-proccsscs 
alongwith latest available r-process abundances. In Section 3, we give an overview of the 
earlier problems in different evolving phase of stellar evolution while in Section 4, the 
discussion of recent developments have been achieved and new results we have obtained 
are mentioned. On the basis of new results, wc have pointed out in the conclusion and 
future outlooks section, the remaining problems to be solved for understanding neutron 
capture nucleosynthesis.
2. Recent abundances
The observed atomic abundance pattern in nature, plays a crucial role to determine the 
success of nucleosynthesis. A sequence of burning processes, during the successive stages 
of stellar evolution, converts H to He, He to C, and so on, until the isotopes around iron are 
reached. These isotopes exhibit the highest binding energy per nucleon i.e. the most stable 
nuclei in nature. As a result, a large abundance occurs around A = 56. It is believed that 
these heavier nuclei can only be produced by successive neutron capture reactions and beta 
decay.
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Figure 1 shows the modern abundance curve, schematically decomposed into s- 
process, p-process and r-process contributions [7], as a function of atomic mass. The 
population of s-nuclei, produced in a slow neutron capture process, exhibits an abundance
M a ss  N um ber
Figure 1. The solar system abundance of r-nuclei. 
s-nuclei and p-nuclei relative to Si = I06 Only 
isotopes for which 90% or more of the inferred 
production comes from a single process are shown. 
The data are from Anders and Gievesse [13] and 
Kdppeler et a I [14] (from ref [7]).
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the r-process path 
(dark line on neutron rich side of beta stability) and 
observed r-abundances (in set). Sharp peaks occur 
near A -  80, 130 and 195 where the r-process path 
crosses the N = 50, 82 and 126 magic numbers The 
chart of neutron rich nucleides is shaded according 
to measured (near stability) and predicted beta decay 
half lives (T1/2 ). Gray scales for T \n  ranges are 
explained in the legend bar (This Figure from 
ref. [20])
distribution with peaks around the mass numbers 87, 138 and 208. The r-nuclei, produced 
by rapid neutron capture process, abundance distribution shows peaks at the mass numbers 
80, 130 and 195. Here it should be mentioned that the p-nuclei, i.e. the more proton-rich 
heavy isotopes produced in p-process, are not produced by neutron capture.
Earlier, we have discussed the possible neutron capture path for s-process (see 
Figure 3. in paper I). At the s-process branching the rate of neutron capture is comparable to 
the rate of beta decay. Particularly at 61Ni, 79Se and 85Kr, the competition between these 
neutron capture and beta decay processes is so high that the branching of the synthesis path 
is determined by the s-process neutron density and the respective beta decay.
The r-process occurs in a high neutron density environment where neutron 
captures are faster than beta decays. In this case the overall shape of r-process abundances 
as well as the position of the peaks is dependent on the superposition of neutron densities 
[4,15-20]. The abundance distribution peaks in the A » 80 and A *» 130 regions can be 
analyzed with the improved Solar r-process abundances by considering the steady flow and 
an equilibrium (waiting point approximation) between neutron captures and photo- 
disintegration i.e. (n.y) ^  (y,n) [21]. But recent analysis of a few isotopic ratios in the 
A * 80 and A « 130 r-process peaks suggests that the above r-process abundances originate 
from a high density and high temperature environment (excluding the (a,n) reactions in 
explosive He burning) [20].
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2.1. Recent r-process abundances :
Figure 2 shows the line of stability and the polar r-abundances as a function of mass 
number A using the most recent Moller et al [22] mass model. The abundance flow from 
each isotopic chain to the next depends on beta decays while the validity of the waiting 
point approximation (WPA) depends on high temperature and neutron number densities of 
the gas [23]. Cameron etal [23] found that this WPA was valid for the lowest temperature 
and corresponding neutron number density (n„) were 2 x 109 K and 1020 cm"3, 
respectively. The beta decay rates are governed by the half lives (T]f2) of very rich nuclei. 
So the knowledge of neutron number density (n„), temperature (T), nuclear masses and half 
life (Tin) would only give us the physics of a whole set of abundance as a function of mass 
number (A). Kratz et al [21,24,25] also suggest that in order to reproduce the solar system r- 
process abundances, at least locally in the A = 80 and A = 130 peak region, beta delayed 
neutron emission is also important one to be considered.
Figure 3. Neutron number densities n„ and 
temperature Tq consistent with the observed r- 
process peaks (Ktippeler et al [14]) and measured 
beta decay rates (Kratz et al [20]). Conditions for 
the validity of the classical waiting point 
approximation obtained by Cameron et al [23] are 
also shown (beyond solid line) The arrow indicates 
temperature and densities in an r-process 
environment before freeze out at nn = 1020 cm-3 and 
r= I09 k (from ref. 20).
Figure 4. illustration of the ports of the nn -  Tq band 
which are responsible for different mass ranges of 
the solar r-process abundances. This also indicates 
that a superposition of at least three components is 
required to reproduce the A ~ 80 and the two mass 
ranges 90 £ A £ 130 and 135 £ A £ 195. The dashed 
line labelled "Actinides" only indicates a first guess 
(from ref. 20).
Figures 3 and 4 represent the impact on beta delayed neutron emission on the final 
shaping of the isotopic abundances with observed r-process peaks and the parts of the 
n„ -  Tq band which are responsible for different mass ranges of the solar r-process 
abundance. It is seen from Figure 3 that schematically for the r-process path at freeze out 
condition passes through and the r-abundance features in the range of 90 £ A £ 100 occurs 
at Tq = l.o K and n„ s  1020 cm-3. It is in good agreement [26] with the prediction of the 
model based on the waiting-point approximation (WPA) and a steady flow in the areas 
around A = 80, 90 £ A £ 100 and A= 130. Within the shaded area, the solar r-process 
abundances originated from freeze-out abundances of an r-process, is attaining an
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(n,y) ^  (y,n) equilibrium with conditions nn £ 1020 cm-3 and T£ 109 K. Here, the main 
difficulty in such environment is, in particular, insufficient neutron production vide 
(a,n) reaction in realistic stellar conditions [26,27]. However, using the models of 
Moller et al [28,29,22], Kratz et al [20] compared their results with the solar abundances 
and found that:
for 77 £ A < 85, the fit is very good in the r-process path before beta decay and after 
beta decay back to stability;
for below A =77 and beyond A = 85, no choice of n„ gives a good fit; for A ~ 195, 
the best fit is obtained with n„ = 3.0 x 1022 cm-3 and T9 = 1.2 with a requirement of 
neutron density higher by two orders of magnitude.
For the whole region between 130 and A= 195 with the above n„ -  T9 conditions, they 
also found some local deficiency around A= 142. Finally they got three steady flow 
regions : 77 < A < 85, 90 < A < 133 and 135 < A < 195. According to Kratz et al [30] nuclei 
below A =77  seem not to originate from r-process conditions but in this region the 
differences of solar abundances and s-process contributions must result from a type of 
neutron rich freeze-out of explosive Si burning [31,32].
The peaks for A — 80, A < 130 and A < 195 in the nn -  T9 plane are shown in Figure 4 
labelled by A = 80, A = 130 and A = 195, respectively. They also found that their used 
values in the above conditions are very close to the (n,y) ^  (y,n) freeze-out conditions. But 
tor the nuclei beyond A = 200 there still remains uncertainty in conditions which reproduces 
such nuclei. Final r-process paths arc shown in Figure 5 for the above four different 
r-process components. Three different r-process paths arise for the individual peaks A = 80, 
A = 130 and A = 195. Kratz et al also found that under the best fit in a local steady flow 
approach, the time scales for reaching the appropriate peaks are comparable and most of the 
time is spent in the kinks of the r-process path at magic neutron numbers for the given 
nn -  T9 conditions. The top path for A= 80 peak reached z = 30 while the A = 130 and 
A 195 peaks maximum for z = 48 and 69, respectively. The nuclei beyond the top of each 
kink have longest half-lives (for example, ,3,In49 and 134Sn50 in the case of A = 130 peak) 
and thus form the strongest bottleneck in the r-process flow.
3. An overview of earlier problems
3.1. Star formation :
Theoretical calculations [33,34] and observational evidences, in particular the discovery of 
Technetium (Tc) in stars [35-41], suggest that stars form by contraction of interstellar 
clouds of gas and dust found in Galaxy. Such clouds are in fact, predominantly made of 
neutral hydrogen and typical densities in such regions t.-e around 10~19 kg n r3 (i.e. about 
108 hydrogen atoms per cubic meter). The temperature of these regions are 100 K. At the 
beginning the gravitational field of such clouds of gas is unable to induce contraction 
because of much matter contains in it. Thermal radiative emission takes place whenever the 
interstellar dust grain becomes slightly heated due to collision with hydrogen atoms. By
losing its kinetic energy, the gas falls towards the centre of the cloud through gravitational 
attraction. As a result the gas gains some kinetic energy due to infall and then transfers 
some of this to the dust grains to repeat the cooling cycle. On the other hand, the atom 
transfers some of its centrally directed momentum to the grains. The grains then drift in 
towards the centre of the contracting cloud. Because of many such interactions, the clouds 
as a whole contract. This contraction finally produces a core of uniform density and an 
envelope i.e. an opaque core (first core) develops in which the central temperature goes up. 
As the central temperature is increasing a small central core (second core) appears which is 
almost in hydrostatic equilibrium. In these initial stages, the gravitational forces between 
different constituents of the object is sufficiently strong and this causes a rapid collapse of 
the object as a whole. This does not occur smoothly but is rather catastrophic, generating 
shockwaves throughout the star [42-45]. Owing to compression, heat is generated and 
ultimately a strong internal pressure builds up inside the star which tends to slow down the 
compression. This leads to the object to settle down to a more or less sialic state i.e. the 
pressure forces are in balance with the gravitational forces. A further increase in 
temperature, leads to the dissociation of H2 and dynamical instability. The core then 
expands until it can radiate away, again contracts and finally accretes matter until it 
becomes a star. As the star contracts gradually the heat energy transportation takes place 
horn its interior to the outer regions of the star and it develops a radiative core. However, 
when the temperature at the centre of the star becomes about a million degrees the first 
nuclear reaction sets in.
In successive stages of stellar evolution, a sequence of burning processes 
converts H to He, He to C and so on until the isotopes around iron are reached. The 
success of this nucleosynthesis depends on the atomic abundance pattern observed in 
nature 11,46-49]. Though these element abundances change only marginally afterwards by 
stellar nuclear burning, the recent direct observations of the abundance pattern in the 
objects like red giant, supernova remnants, interstellar matters through the advanced 
observation techniques suggest that the role of feedback between star and gas, physical 
processes and conversion of interstellar gas into star, star formation environment etc 
are very much crucial in stellar nucleosynthetic physics [50-56]. But at present, these 
are poorly understood.
.12. Pre-hydrogen and hydrogen burning phase :
In the pre-hydrogen burning phase when temperature is ~ 106 K, the deuterium present in 
the contracting stellar gas begins to bum. At that time the relative abundance of deuterium 
is very small (< 10-4) w.r.t. that of hydrogen. This deuterium is consumed by the reactions 
D(p,y) 3He, D(D,n) 3He and D(d,p) 3H and only 0.1 neutrons per initial deuteron (i.e. 10"5 n 
per hydrogen atom) produced from above reactions. Of course, the presence of 3H further 
reduces the number of available neutrons as it synthesizes heavy elements through the 
reaction 3He(n,p) 3H. So neutron yield contribution of the deuterium towards the heavy 
elements synthesis can be neglected [57].
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In hydrogen burning phase the element synthesis begins with the primeval hydrogen 
condensed in the star through (p,p) chain reaction. In this process both (p,p) and (CNO) 
cycles occur. Finally, no neutron is available as yield.
3.3. Helium burning phase :
3.3. Helium core burning phase :
Hydrogen burning in a star's main sequence stage leads to hydrogen exhaustion which then 
left a helium core at the star's centre. The contraction phase of the star proceeds to helium 
burning. The reactions are :
4He + 4He -> 8Be,
8Be + 4He - » 12C + y,
or 3 4He—> ,2C + y + 7.274 MeV.
These reactions are assigned to the triple alpha process. This fusion of helium, according to 
Salpeter [58,59] and Opik [60,61], plays an important role in energy generation as well as 
in element synthesis in the red giant phase of the star's evolution. On the other hand, Hoyle 
and Schwarzschild [62] suggested that the above processes occur at the late stage of the 
evolution of red giant phase, in particular, when hydrogen in the central core of the star has 
been largely converted into helium and the central temperature rises to 108 K due to 
gravitational contraction i.e. when the helium core becomes hot enough (~ 1.5 x 108 K)*and 
dense enough (~ 5 x 104 g cm-3) [63]. Even though the equilibrium concentration of 8Be is 
very small but this amount is sufficient to lead to considerable production of 12C through 
radiative alpha particle capture by the 8Be [64,65] as well as of 160 , 20Ne, etc by succeeding 
alpha particle captures :
l2C(ot,y) ,60, l60(a,Y) 20Ne, 20Ne(a,y) 24Mg, etc.
Although it seems that this radiative alpha capture process might continue indefinitely but 
the process of formation of l60  through the radiative alpha capture by ,2C is a very slow 
process, except in very massive stars and at very high temperature [66]. This means that 
helium is built mainly into ,2C and l60, in relative amounts that depend on the relative 
cross sections of the triple alpha reaction and l2C(a,y) l60  reaction.
In the determination of the role of the triple alpha reaction the excited state of ,2C 
and Q value [= (l2C** -  3 4He) c2] of the triple alpha reaction are important. Earlier 
calculations (both theoretically and experimentally) for the excitation energy of the ,2C 
excited states [67-79] and for the Q values [80-84] suggest the values of excitation energy 
of ,2C excited state and Q value are (7654.07 ± 0.19) KeV and (379.38 ± 0.20) KeV. 
respectively. While direct measurement [85] indicates Q = (379.6 ± 2.0) KeV with an 
uncertainty in the triple alpha rate of only about 1% at temperature T= 2 x 108 K.
Regarding measurement of reaction cross section of 12C(a,y) l60, various models of 
reaction mechanism like R-matrix model [86,87] with two 1" states at 7.1 MeV, 9.6 MeV
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and a fictitious 1“ state at higher energies; K-matrix model [88], and Hybrid R-matrix 
potential model [89] have been considered. The hybrid model gives the reaction S-factor as 
S = 0.008+ 0.05 
-0.04
with small error which agreed with those values obtained from other models, although they 
have large uncertainties in theii obtained values.
« ■ i ■— i- -i— i— »— 1— *
20 40 <30 no ‘60 200
Neutron number ( N )
Figure 5. The final r-process path of all four 
c omponents Open sauares are fcr components I 
and 3 (going slightly beyond N = 50 and N= 126), 
solid squares for components 2 and 4 (upto N - 82 
and beyond N = 126) i e. there is not one unique r- 
piocess path which reproduces the whole solar r- 
abundance curve (froth ref. [20]
Figure 6. Schematic cross section of the >2C(gl,y) 
I66 reaction obtained by Barker [90] and energy 
level diagram of 160
Barker [90] has also measured the low energy cross section of the l2C(a,y) ,60  
reaction at the energy of 0.3 MeV (the effective interaction energy at which astrophysical 
S-factor is calculated [91,92]) using the R-matrix formulae which includes the 
cascade transitions for the ,2C + a  d-wave phase shift [93]. His measurement was 
concentrated at the value obtained by Munster group [94] and Caltech group [95] i.e. 
from cross section's peak at Ecm « 2.4 MeV (o « 50 nb), i.e. the peak corresponds to the 
9.58 MeV, 1" level of l60  with O* as ground state, down to Ecm * 1 MeV (a = 0.20 nb). 
It has been found that the range of S-factor i.e. S(0.3) values obtained by Barker (see 
Figure 6) are large compared to the presently accepted values. The probable reasons are 
due to consideration of
(a) transition because of isospin mixing in the 9.58 MeV level;
(b) expected subthreshold 7.12 MeV, l - level and 6.92 MeV, 2+ level, and their 
ghosts [96];
(c) observation of cascade y-transitions [94] through the above mentioned two levels i.e. 
7.12 MeV and 6.92 MeV levels.
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3.3.2. Production of l3C ;
It is believed that during helium burning approximately equal amounts of ,2C and l60  
are produced in the stars of mass range 0.5 -  50 M*. As soon as l2C is formed alpha 
capture process will become active and the reactions of CNO cycle produce neutrons 
[14,97-99]. But von Weizsacker [971 predicted that additional production of :3C is crucial. 
When ,2C, produced in helium burning, is mixed with hydrogen at high enough temperature 
the conversion of hydrogen into helium by C-N cycle might produce ,3C through the 
following reaction
,2C(p,y) l3N(p\v+) ,3C.
That ,3C produced in the C-N cycle, can act as a source of neutrons [100-104] as well as 
other panicles :
,3C + a ->  !60  + n + 2.214MeV,
,4N + a  —»,8F + y + 4.416 MeV,
,8F ->,80  + e+ + v,.,
,80  + a  2lNe + n -  0.699 MeV. 
i«0 + a  -> 22Ne + Y + 9.667 MeV,
2,Ne + a  -> 24Mg + n + 2.58 MeV,
22Ne + a  -> 25Mg + n -  0.481 MeV,
22Ne + a  -> 26Mg + y,
25Mg + a  28Si + n,
26Mg + a  -> 29Si + n, 
and special cases [5]
29Si + a  -> 32S + n -  1.53 MeV,
33S + a  36A + n,
i.e. dominant neutron producing reactions are l3C(ot,n) l60, l80(a,n) 2lNe, 2lNe(a,n) 24Mg, 
22Ne(a,n) 25Mg, 25Mg(a,n) 28Si, 26Mg(a,n) 29Si. In the above it is also noticeable that
(a) heavy elements (A > 65) are synthesized in red giant stars by slow neutron capture 
process,
(b) (a,n) reactions provide neutrons required for this,
(c) ,3C and 22Ne take part in major reactions in alpha capture process.
Concerning the ,3C(a,n) 160  reaction, it is considered one of the main neutron producing 
reactions or neutron sources [100,101,105-107] in helium burning phase and the rate of this
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exothermic reaction l3C(a,n) l60  at stellar energies seems to be well enough [108-110). 
But the main difficulty arises from the fact that at equilibrium in the C-N cycle,
(i) only a small amount of l3C is produced (i.e. I3C/,2C = 1/4.6 by number at
equilibrium) and
(ii) the most abundant isotope is l4N.
As the l3C/l2C by number at equilibrium is very small, only a few neutrons are available 
when l3C begins to react with the helium. Again cosmic abundance ratio l2C/**Fe = 6.4 
implies that 1.4 neutrons, which are sufficient to build nuclei slightly heavier than ^Fe, will 
be available. Here main difficulty arises due to consideration of l4N{n,p) ,4C because of 
isotopic abundance of l4N at equilibrium in the C-N cycle. This reaction consumes a large 
fraction of the neutron produced in the l3C(ot,n) l60  reaction.
3.3.2.1 Hot C-N-O cycle and non-standard mixing :
To avoid above difficulties Cameron [111] emphasized that the l3C(a,n) ,60  reaction 
becomes dominant neutron source provided a considerable mixing between core and 
envelope takes place in star's giant phase. If so, then hydrogen from the envelope interacts 
with l2C (produced from 3 4He -> l2C) in the core and maintains constant supply of l3C at 
such a rale that a little l4N is produced through l3C(p,y) ,4N. The important points are :
Firstly, if l2C is mixed with the cooler outer regions of the core where l3C is 
burning, then l2C captures the protons released by the reaction l4N(n,p) and ultimately 
replenishes the ,3C i.e. evaluation of 1 ^/'^C, l2C/l4N, and mixing of chemical 
compositions are very much crucial. Recent evaluation of l2C/,3C for the low and 
intermediate mass stars in the red giant branch by Charbonnel [1121 as well as its 
comparison with the standard stellar models [ 113-118) indicates that the ratio ,2C/I3C at the 
stellar surface is constant during the main sequence phase and decreases abruptly at the 
beginning of the ascent of the red giant phase of stars with masses 1-7 M®. At the end of 
the first dredge-up phase, this ratio l2C/l3C varies as a function of the initial stellar mass for 
different metallicities. Similarly, in case of surface ratio 12C/I4N, the value of it decreases 
with the increasing depth of the external convection zone. At the end of the first dredge-up, 
the final surface ratio l2C/,4N decreases with increasing stellar mass and decreasing 
meiallicity for higher stellar metallicities (i.e. z = 0.040, 0.020, 0.008) while for low stellar 
metallicities (c = 0.004,0.001) with stellar mass > 2.5 M», the surface ratio l2C/,4N behaves 
m the reverse manner. On the other hand, theoretical calculations predict that the efficiency 
ol the first dredge-up to change the ratio of l2C/l3C at the surface depends on both stellar 
mass and metallicity [119,120) and observations of C-N-O elements in various evolved 
''tars 1121,122] open galactic clusters [123-125] and globular clusters [126-128] pointed 
out that observed surface ratios of 12C/,3C and ,2C/14N are substantially lower than 
theoretical predicted post dredgetup ratio. The origin of these discrepancies may be due to 
extra mixing in evolutionary phases i.e. turbulent diffusion mixing on the main sequence 
phase 11291. meridional circulation on the main sequence [120] or on red giant phase [130]
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or alter first dredge-up some transport processes occur in the deep interior of these stars on 
red giant as well as several uncertainties and constraints [112] both appeared during the 
evolutionary phase Secondly, we discuss the possibility of development of the 'hot' 
O  N-O- cycle [1311. During hydrogen burning the conversion of hydrogen into helium 
can occur through the cold' CNO cycle
l2C(p,y) nN(|3+) l3C(p,y) l4N(p,y) ,50(p+) l5N(p,a) 12C
and generation of energy can he limited due to the slowest reaction 14N(p,y) ,sO. But the 
scenario changes with increasing temperature and densities. Under increased temperature or 
densities the cold CNO cycle can shift to the hot CNO cycle where the reaction l3N(p,y) l40  
by passes the beta-decay of ,3N (because of slow beta decays of ,4N and ,50). Not only 
that, the rale of l3N(p,y) l40  reaction also influences the number of available neutrons in the 
stellar environment produced from the nC(a,n) ,60  reaction as well as the efficiency of the 
synthesis of heavy elements (> S6Fe) by neutron captured [132]. Various direct [133] and 
indirect 1134] measurements show that at temperature T > 108 K the reaction rate of 
MN(p,y) l40  is dominated on the first l - excited state of l40  at 5.173 MeV with a total 
width r  = 38.1 ± 1 8 MeV [135,136] and a partial y width T7= 3.8 ± 1.2 MeV [137]. The 
nC7,2C abundance ratio calculated from the above, appears to be about 30-40% lower with 
the LI.N rate [1331 than the presently accepted CF88 rate [92], This means that 
measurement ol the exact nN(p,y) ,40  rate is crucial in order to evaluate the exact role of 
the nC(a,n) lhO reaction in giant phase.
3 3.3 Production o f2lNe, 22Ne as an alternative :
Due to the above discrepancies, Fowler et al 1138] proposed 21Ne(a,n) 24Mg reaction as an 
alternative neutron source in helium burning phase. According to them, in the hydrogen 
shell burning al about 30-50 x 106 K 20Ne, produced in the helium burning phase, is 
converted into 2lNe through the reaction 20Ne(p,y) 2,Na(|3\ v+) 21Ne and that 2lNe then 
produces neutrons by interacting with helium i.e. 2 'Ne(a,n) 24Mg satisfying some 
conditions like :
production of 2lNe from the reaction 20Ne(p,y) 2 ]Na(P\v+) 2 'Nc is faster than the 
production of 22Na from the reaction 2lNe(p,y) 22Na; conversion of 20Ne into 21Ne will not 
occur before hydrogen is exhausted by C-N cycle; al low temperature fairly well scoured 
out of l4N before 2lNe begins to interact, etc. In this context, Ulrich [139] and Iben [140] 
indicated that both the reactions 13C(a,n) ,60  and 22Ne(a,n) ^Mg are the most important 
neutron sources in the helium burning phase in the astrophysical s-process.
.Meanwhile, the measurements of the reaction rate of l3C(a,n) ,60  and 22Ne(cx,n) 
2SMg reactions in the energy region of helium burning shell and stellar reaction rate suggest 
that 22Ne(a,n) ^Mg is the most favourable neutron source 11411 with a negative Q value 
Q = -  0 482 MeV. Considering 22Ne(a,n) reaction as a primary neutron source in this stage 
and experimental data above the laboratory energies E„ = 1.9 MeV Caughlan et al (CFHZ) 
11421 then evaluated the reaction rate of 22Ne(a,n) 25Mg reaction. But problem arises from
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ihe behaviour of 22Ne as neutron poison (via the 22Ne(n,y) reaction) at the same time. 
However, recent studies [143-148] of the reaction rate of the above two nuclear reactions 
with the help of advanced ion beam techniques surprisingly suggest that l3C(a,n) l(,0  as 
well as 22Ne(oc,n) 25Mg is a possible neutron source in this stage. Here, Raileri ef al [149] 
raised an argument that in the low mass star ascending the Asymptotic Giant Branch the 
major neutron source is l3C(a,n) lftO, not the 22Ne(a,n) 2sMg reaction. In order to 
determine the exact role of the above two alpha capture reactions as neutron source, the 
assessment of neutron balance [150-152], origin of the resonance at 623 KeV to 22Ne(a,n) 
sMg reaction [ 153], accurate measurement of low energy’ (a,n) cross section [ 154] are very 
much essential.
3 4. Carbon and oxygen burning :
At the end of helium burning the predominant nuclei are 12C and l60. The dominant 
neutron producer, according to Arnett and Thielemann [155] and Cameron [111], is the 
nC(a,n) ,60  reaction. From the study of carbon core burning of massive stars at higher 
temperature (> 8 x 10R K), Arcoragi et a l [156] found that 21Ne(a,n) 24Mg is the efficient 
neutron producer as 22Ne(a,n) 25Mg at one point or another in the carbon burning layer, 
while 2SMg(a,n) 2RSi is, by far, least effective. They also found the neutron production 
efficiency of the 13C(cx,n) l60  reaction could be reduced drastically if the production of 
" C(via l2C(p,y) l3N([3+) n C) can be counter balanced to large extent by ,2C (through 
MN(y,P) l2C).
i 5 Influence of new rates :
In the above we see that in alpha capture reaction l3C as well as 22Ne play an important role 
lor production of neutrons. The evaluated values of reaction rales of 13C and 22Nc by 
Caughlan and Fowler (CF88) (92] and Beer and Voss 1157] are widely accepted. During the 
investigation of the reaction fate of ,3C and 22Ne in alpha capture processes Meynet and 
Ainould 1158] have recently used a new set of rales (called new rates) instead of existing 
rate CF88. These new rates give many interesting results, some of which are discussed 
below :
3 5. /. He core burning :
Using the 'New rates' Meynet and Arnould [158] found that a burst of neutrons are available 
in two stages during He core burning. A first burst of neutrons occur at the beginning of He 
burning when l3C is rapidly consumed by the reaction l3C(a,n) l60. Due to rapid 
consumption of 13C, ,4N becomes active as a large abundance and finally this l4N converted 
into 22Ne via
14N(a,n) ,8F (e+,v) l80(a,y) 22Ne. That 22Ne, it seems, keeps a roughly constant 
abundance during most of the helium burning phase and gives a second burst of neutrons
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through the alpha capture reaction 22Ne(a,n) 25Mg. This second burst is more important in 
the sense that
(i) availability of 22Ne is about two orders of magnitude higher than that of l3C.
(ii) strongly peaked and 80% of the total neutron expose occur near the end of central 
He burning,
(iii) an increase by 50% of the burning time of 22Ne at He exhaustion. Because of the 
competing reaction 22Ne(a,y) 26Mg this 50% increase contributes only a 30% rise in 
the total neutron exposure.
So modifications (with the new rates) in the reaction rates of both 22Ne(a,n) 25Mg and 
22Ne(a,y) 26Mg, have influence on neutron production. At higher temperature T < 2.4 x 108 
K, the quantity ol neutrons liberated from 22Ne(a,n) 2<iMg is 1.5-3.2 limes more than that of 
Irnm CFH8 although the new rate for 22Ne(tx,n) 2SMg is smaller than the CF88 rate at that 
temperature [8,158,159]. Even with the new rale the modified reaction rate of l80(a,y) 22Ne 
reaction influences the 22Ne abundance [160]. Main difficulties arise from recent 
experiments also. Using the parameters obtained by Wiescher et al [160], Baraffe and El 
Eid (8] found in an experiment that the new reaction rate of 22Nc(a,n) 25Mg is higher than 
the CF88 rate by a factor of the order of 100 at temperature T ~ 1.5 x 108 K which has a 
very small influence on the 22Ne abundance or neutron production. While in another 
experiment the absolute highest value of the new reaction rale of 22Nc(a,n) 2sMg at 
temperature T = 0 2-0.3 x l()9 K, as obtained by DrollcflVf al |16l], shows higher by a 
Iactor of 70 than the CF88 rate. Due to the dependence of reaction rate of 22Ne(a,n) 25Mg 
on temperature [162] and the involvement of high temperature at the end of core He 
burning, the ratio of (a,n)/(a,y) reaction rate at high temperature is also very much 
important to understand the effects on neutron production.
Another important new reaction rate which affect neutron production is the isotopic 
21 Ne and l70, l80. The s-faclor measurements of 2lNe(a,n) 24Mg, lsO(a,n) 2lNe and 
,70(a,n) 2()Ne [163] indicate that towards the low energies (i.e. below 1000 KeV) there is 
an increase of 2lNe(a,n) 25Mg reaction rate by a factor of 1000 compared to CF88 rate (and 
some contribution from resonances is expected although resonances not yet obtained) and 
the reaction rale is smaller by a factor of 10 (without resonance contributions) than the 
CF88 rale. Low energy sector of the excitation function of this 2lNe(a,n) 25Mg reaction 
needs detailed investigation with special attention particularly impurities in the gas as well 
as back ground reactions.
Regarding l80(a,n) 2lNe reaction, its reaction rate is in good agreement with the 
earlier rate calculated by Endt [164] but at lower temperature it is smaller by a factor of 10 
than the CF88 rate. Similarly for l70(a,n) 20Ne reaction, the reaction rates are lower by a 
I actor of 100 compared to CF88 rate at lower temperature while at higher temperature (T > 
0.5 x I09 K) it is in good agreement with CF88 rate.
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3.5.2. Carbon and Ne shell burning :
During carbon burning phase, the l2C(l2C, n) 23Mg reaction is the only neutron source. In 
order to determine the exact contribution of this ,2C reaction as neutron producer, the 
contribution of ,2C in the alpha capture process via ,2C(a,y) 160  is very much essential. But 
the latter contribution is not fully known, because of (i) quick transformation of the 
synthesized nuclei as well as remaining oxygen into Si group [165-167] and (ii) carbon 
oxygen mixing and different available reaction rates of various isotopic oxygen abundances 
1167-1711 as well as the strong screening the carbon ignition by oxygen ions.
In carbon burning, 23Na is produced and that 23Na converts into 26Mg in the Ne shell 
burning and finally into 29Si by capturing alpha particles with a release of short intense 
neutron burst [172,173]. The average value of this neutron burst in the convective Ne shell, 
according to Shaping's recent investigation [167], decreases from 7 x 1011 n/cm3 down to 
4 x 1()10 n/cm3. One of the possible reasons is the coexistence of convective O-shell burning 
with Nc shell burning [174].
}< 5.3 Oxygen shell burning :
At temperature T~ 2x  I09 K in the oxygen shell burning the main neutron source is 
lf’0 ( lf)0, n) and shell burning provides Si seeds for silicon burning. Electron capture 
during late stage of oxygen shell burning increases the neutron excess ultimately help in the 
loimation of iron peak nuclei as end product of nuclear burning [175-1811. Observations 
11751 indicate that this neutron excess (due to electron capture) increases as the density 
increases. Unstable nuclei S6Ni alongwith new decay products are also available 
simultaneously. This creates fluctuations of abundance of ,60  in the gradient region which 
in turn gives troubles for determining the exact nature of oxygen shell burning.
4. Recent progress
4 1. Star formation .
Earlier we have discussed that the star formation environment, where conversion of 
interstellar gas into stars takes place, plays an important role in understanding stellar 
nucleo,synthetic physics. The interstellar gas clouds or the molecular gas clouds are mainly 
composed of molecular hydrogen which are dense and very cold. During star formation, the 
basic formation process involves the gravitational collapse of molecular cloud fragments. 
Recent analysis [182-185] of star formation regions, indicates that most of the molecular 
gas is in the form of giant cloud complexes, having internal number densities -  I03 cm-3 
and diameter -  100 pc. The average gas surface densities i.e. the molecular and atomic 
surface densities each separately has a special role on the disk average (i.e. averaged over 
the optical diameter of the disk) star formation rate, particularly on the average Ha disk 
surface brightness. The I ultra-violet surface brightness measurements also show the 
dependence on the average total H2 and HI surface densities, although the coupling between 
the star formation rate and molecular surface density is surprisingly weak [186-189], But 
the problem arises due to the earlier observations 1190,1911 which show a strong correlation
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between the star formation rate and HI surface density (even though HI small) and raised a 
question of the dependence of the HI density (via photo-dissociation of molecular 
hydrogen) on the star formation rate or vice versa.
Kennicutt et al [192] recently study the correlation between Hff surface brightness 
and HI column density in cells of 220 pc in the LMC and found that cloud 
formation/denstruction process is one of the most important factor to determine the star 
formation efficiency in the star formation region where internal cloud processes dominate. 
In the active star forming region, the thresholds occur at surface densities -  1021 H cm-2 
with a significant variation between galaxies. But VLA observation [ 193J suggests that 
galaxies exhibit large spatial variation in HI density. This means that possibility of other 
threshold mechanism in the critical densities cluster near 1021 H cm'2. Another important 
factor arises regarding the behaviour of molecular gas formation/gravitationally bound 
cloud formation as a crucial regulator of star formation i.e. which one, whether molecular 
gas formation or gravitationally bound cloud formation, controls ,the star formation rate is 
still unknown.
Again from numerical simulations and model calculations [194-196] on star 
formation rate and disk evolution, it is understood that under the influence of self gravity, 
gas cooling etc, the star formation rate becomes more rapid than the observed one. So, gas 
density, growth rate of clouds are very much important not only for star formation rate but 
also for nuclear reaction rate next to the beginning of nuclear reaction for stellar evolution.
For understanding it infrared and submillimeter observations of the proto-star objects 
have been done [197-200] and still going on but the true evolutionary scene of the protostar 
is not yet fully known [201,202]. Main uncertainty in the protostar arises due to missing 
link between the dense molecular cloud cores and embedded premain sequence stars. As a 
result, how much portion of the molecular cloud collapses to form a star is not certain.
4.2. Abundances:
During hilium burning s-proccss alpha capture processes produce neutrons, a part of which 
is used to initiate next stage neutron capture reactions and this chain continues till the 
formation of Fe core of a massive star. In the supernova phase the s-process (slow) changes 
its direction to r-process (rapid). Various r-process mechanisms have considered depending 
upon different locations (i.e. neutron density, time scale, etc) [203-210] within the 
supernova. In this stage exact neutron density is very much important because this excess 
neutrons will characterise the initial matter and raise the ratio of neutron to seed nuclei 
[4,211,212]. This large ratio may finally stimulate r-process. Recently, Woosley et al [213] 
have investigated the behaviour of neutron number density and temperature during the time 
evolution of r-process phase of nucleosynthesis (see Figure 7). They choose only 40 mass 
points considering the hot bubble model [214] and mixing length convection model [212] 
alongwith the r-process network procedure followed by Meyer et al [207]. At temperature 
T9 = 2.5 (i.e. 2.5 x 109 K) they began their calculation for the trajectory of each of the 40 
mass points and » 0.31 second just after the material lifts off the surface of the neutron star
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i.e. evolution of materials along the same trajectories is from T9 = 2.5 to that point where all 
of the neutrons have been captured. They found that the neutrons to seed ratio for trajectory 
40 at T9 = 2.5 is 77 under the consideration that the seed nuclei for neutron capture in the 
r-process to be all nuclei other than 4He. This obtained ratio is higher than that of Meyer 
et al which means that the possible product nuclei are of A > 200. Figure 8 shows the final
Figure 7. The behaviour of neutron number density 
and temperature against tune evolution for the r- 
piocess phase of nucleosynthesis as obtained by 
Woosley et al [213J The r-process phase calculation 
begins at temperature Tq = 2.5 (from ref [213])
Figure 8. Final mass weighted r-process abundances 
(line) as a function of atomic mass, obtained by 
Woosley et al [213], comparing with the solar r- 
process abundances (points) of KSppeler et al [14] 
(from ref [213]).
mass weighted r-process abundance distribution coupling with the solar r-process 
abundance distribution of Kappeler et al [14J. It has been found that at the beginning of 
r-process only fewer neutrons per seed nucleus (thus fewer heavy nuclei produced) are 
produced by the trajectories which contribute to the r-process abundance peak at A -  130 or 
below, while at the later stage, a large number of neutrons per seed nucleus gives a strong 
abundance peak at A = 195. After normalizing all the calculated parameters with reference 
to the fixed abundance-peak isotopes (i.e. l29Xe = 1.21 [Si = 106] x (,29Xe) = 3.95 x 10~9), 
they found that all of the r-process isotopes are within a normalization band which is about 
10 times the solar abundance. This value is in good agreement with the models calculated 
from the average of every supernova but problem arises for supernovae from low mass 
progenitor stars which are less efficient for producing The heavy r-process nuclei. Not only 
that, the explanation of the shift in the A = 195 peak by a couple of mass units and the over 
production of A » 180 nuclei also posed difficulties in their investigation. Of course, there 
are some evidences [207] that lower mass supernovae may be some of the possible 
dominant contributors to r-process abundances. However, more investigations [215,216] 
are needed for understanding the heavy nuclei abundance of r-process nucleosynthesis.
4.3. Helium burning :
It is believed that in helium burning phase alpha capture process becomes active as soon as 
l2C is formed and this finally produces ,3C when it is mixed with hydrogen at high 
temperature vide the reaction l2C(p,y) 13N(P+,v+) ,3C. As l3C formed in the CNO cycle acts 
as a source of neutrons (as well as other particles) the reaction cross section of 12C(p,y) ,3N
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is very much essential to evaluate the role of 13C as neutron producer [217]. Recently, 
Zucchiatti etal [218] have studied the behaviour of 12C(p,y) 13N reaction in the excitation
E*citation Li>«rfy CM«v)
Figure 9. Total cross section for the ,2C(p,7) ,3N 
reaction as a function of the excitation energy (from 
ref [218])
Figure 10. Variation of surface ,2C/,3C after the 
"first dredge up" phase against masses as adopted by 
Hams el al [226]. •  -  observed values of M F El 
Eid [225]; X -  predicted values of Dearborn [219], 
□ -  obtained by Schaller el al [ 113] (This figure 
from ref. [225]).
energy range 40-54 MeV (Figure 9). In their experiment, they found that no resonant 
decay of ,3N either at ground state or at excited state. But single proton is coupled to the 
excited l2C core in the excited states at 6.36, 7.38 and 9.00 MeV through the two step 
reaction mechanisms—excitation of the core followed by capture. Observed cross 
section for this two-step process are of the order of 1.5 to 2 fib i.e. surprisingly large 
being nearly half as big as the cross section for the direct transition. So, capture to states 
with an excited ,2C core is also another important area which needs more thorough 
investigation.
In this phase, another important one is the CNO isotopic abundance ratio of 
carbon and oxygen i.e. I2C/I3C, ,60 /170  and ,60 / ,80  [219-224]. Figure 10 shows the 
recent observed values (along the downwards oriented triangles) of surface 12C/I3C and 
the predicted one. The observed values are in good agreement with the values predicted 
by Dearborn [219] except for two cases : a  Ori star and star of mass below 3 M®. In case 
of a  Ori star the observed value is extremely low which is not yet understood at all- 
in case of stars with masses below 3 M® the observed values are so peculiar that these 
can not be explained only by the first dredge-up scenario because of the possible role of 
core helium flash or scenario of non-standard extra mixing of l3C during the main 
sequence phase. To understand it the behaviour of oxygen isotopic ratios are very much 
essential [227].
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Figures 11 and 12 show the observed and predicted values of oxygen isotopic ratio 
1(lO/,K0  and l60 /n0, respectively. In case of ,60 /,80  there is a good agreement between the
FiKun. 11- Comparison between the observed 
l(lO/IKn  Kitio and predicted values V-presenl 
ohseived values obtained by M F El Eid f225], X- 
piedKted values by Dearborn 12191. H-observed 
allies by Schallei f t « / 11 HI The dashed horizontal 
hue u-piesents the range ol obseivations within a 
mean value S00 ± 80 obtained by Hairis and 
Lambert |228J which is consistent with the value ol 
sno ± tf) lound by Wanmer [229] foi inierstellai 
medium (tiom ref 122*51)
t£ l  *  l*i**«nl VOO' S
2.01 ...................................
0  S O  to o  160
M/Mo
Figure 12. Bchavioui or u,O /l70  ratio v\ inasv 
Others are same as to Figure 11 (horn rel 22*5)
observed and the predicted ratio but l80  seems to survive destruction, mainly by '"O(p,oi) 
|'N beyond the region where "C is mostly produced 1228-2301- Figure 13 represents the 
behaviour ol resulting ratio ol 'W O  recently obtained by Boothroyd «  al 12311. 
considering the various values of l80(p,a) l8N rate. In their investigation, .1 has been lound 
dial the first and second dredge-up during the star's red giant phase, contribute a mino. 
increase in the 'W O  ratio as the '“O abundance is not altered much from its initial value 
during the first and second dredge-up. On the otherhand, third dredge-up gives a huge 
increase of the 'W O  ratio for the AOB stars of masses > 5 M„. Here, the remat kable 
point ,s that the ratio "W O  primarily depends on the initial composition of the slai, not 
on (he star mass. From the behaviour of ' W O  it is understood that ”0  is produced only 
in deep layers of the star in a sufficiently high temperature environment. For ' O there is 
also a high destruction of it by the ”<Xp.Y> l8F and l70(p,oO l4N ,n massive stars. The 
important point is that the surface ratio 'W O  is determined by the maximum depth ol the 
convective envelope in the star's red giant phase i.e. the resulting 0/ O and the depth 
the convective envelope both depend on the stellar mass. From Figure 12 it is also 
dial the observed value of lfW O  ratio and predictions are in well agreement lor the 
2.0 M-. model. But problem arises in the cases of deviation below and above this mass. 
One of the possible reasons of deviation for higher masses is the selection ol reaction 
rate of destroying l70  by the resonant reaction l70(p,a) l4N. Because El Eid lound that 
the predicted values of Schaller et al [1131 (who adopted higher rate of '70(p.u)) are 
still higher than his obtained values although he has considered larger rates lollowed
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by Landre et al [230], For the lower masses (< 2.0 M#), they found an increase tendency 
in the l60 / l70  ratio while recent results [231] (see Figure 14) indicates that in the red 
giant envelope
(a) the l60 / l70  is primarily depends on the star's mass, not on the initial composition of 
the star,
(b) uncertainties in the l70  destruction rate does not have any effect on the ,60 / l70  ratio 
tor the star of mass 1-2.5 M.,,;
(e) first dredge-up significantly decreases the value of l60 / l70  ratio from the initial 
value;
(d) for the stars of masses > 5 M.*, second and third dredge-up significantly decrease the 
ratio lfiO/l70  in contrast with a huge increase in the ratio ,60 /IK0.
Thus, we see in the above that the ratio l60 / l70  significantly increases or decreases for the 
stars of masses < 2.0 or 1-2.5 M,., in the first, second and third dredge-up The author
Figure 13. The bchuvioui of lf,0 / ls() ratio resulting: 
liom tnsl dredge-up (ciicIcn) and fiom second 
diedge-up (diamonds), for solai composition (7 = 
(102) Solid, uossed  and open points show results 
using the CF8N late of IH0(p ,ti) l -sN reaction with 
dcstiuctiun laic f -  0. 0 I and I, icspectivcly (This 
figure from ref (2311)
Figure 14. The u tio  of ,fl() /l7C) resulting from the 
fust diedge up (circles) and from second dredge-up 
(diamonds) as a I unction ol siellai mass foi the solai 
composition ( /  -  0 02) Calculations were made loi 
different ieaclmn iales ol l70(p.y) l8Fand ,70 (p .u ) 
l4N Solids for Landre et al 12 U)) lale. open and 
cross points tor the CF88 rale with / -  I. 0 1. 
respectively Dotted line indicates the initial (solar) 
value of lf,0 / 170  ratio (from icf |2 3 |])
suggests that thorough investigation of the ratio ,bO/l70  for the slar of mass 1-3 M* is 
needed considering all the aspects like destruction rate of l70, decrease rate of l60 / ,70  in 
each dredge-up, in each change of initial stellar masses due to change in initial 
compositions; etc. Even the l2C/l3C ratio is also in the star mass 1-3 Mo- because of extra 
mixing effect.
4 4. Carbon burning :
Al the end of helium burning in massive stars l2C and 160  air available as nuclear ashes 
The relative abundance of these two species depends on the ye* ather unknown reaction
l2C(a,y) 160. However, in the carbon core burning phase, carbon nuclei react with one 
another and the main neutron producing reaction is
l2C + 12C -> 23Mg + n -  2.605 MeV.
This carbon burning also produces alpha particles :
,2C + 12C - » 160  + 2 4He -  0.114 MeV,
which adds another episode of neutron producing s-process with the partial survival of 22Ne 
al helium exhaustion for the stars of masses less than ~ 30 M»,. In an investigation of the 
evolution of C-burning layers, Arcoragi el al [156] found that at temperature > 8 x 108 K, 
21Ne(a,n) 24Mg reaction can be a neutron producer as the efficient as the 22Nc(a,n) 25Mg 
reaction at one point or another in this burning phase. This result is surprising in the sense 
that Arnett and Thielemann [155] identified l3C(a,n) ,60  as the dominant neutron 
producing source.
This carbon burning core also suffers further nuclear processing in the later 
evolutionary phases because of the involvement of destruction of the s-isotopes. External 
carbon shell burning is one of the cause of it. This also affects the C -0 core [232,233]. At 
very high temperature (T9 -  1) with a high average neutron density (~ 10n/cm3) the shell C 
burning begins. At the beginning of shell C burning the rate of 12C(cx,y) 160  reaction is very 
much important for evolutionary calculations and treatment of convective mixing near the 
end of Core He burning [234]. Various resonances of l2C + ,2C reaction near Coulomb 
barrier and at higher energies give another intriguing problem in the carbon burning 
phase. Recently, Rae and Keeling [235,236] have studied the resonance of l2C + 12C 
reaction at higher energy region 19-32 MeV. In their experiment, it is found that excited 
states of 20Ne are the main contributor to the width resonances of 12C + l2C reaction. This 
excited 20Ne is also responsible for alpha decay in this phase. They have also observed a 
series of resonance-like features in their experiment which need more investigation for 
understanding the origin of 12C resonances in C-burning phase.
At the beginning of the C-burning phase, the neutron density is so high (~ I0M cm-3) 
that a depletion of 63Cu appears due to the strongly favourable situation of neutron 
capture, by 63Ni. The neutron density (n„) controls the equilibrium abundances of 62Ni, 
and other isotopes also. Figure 15 shows the variation of isotopic abundances of Ni, Cu 
and Zn in the 63Ni branching against neutron density in the shell C burning in a 25 M# 
star. It is seen that the equilibrium abundance of 63Ni does not depend on the neutron 
density while 65Cu abundance decreases slightly because 64Ni behaves as a 'Bottleneck' 
in the s-path due to its small neutron capture cross section. As per calculations by 
Raiteri et al [234] the weak component contributes only 30% to 64Ni and s-process 
also gives 30% contribution to the solar abundance of 63Cu and 65Cu. But the problem is 
overproduction at a high neutron density [232]. Because the average neutron density,
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mostly supplied by s-process in the core He burning in the stellar interior, never exceeds 
I06 cm"1 [2371- This means that 63Ni ( progenitor of 63Cu ) and MNi are weakly produced.
Figure 15. The isotopic abundances of Ni, Cu and 
Zn involved in the branching during shell C 
burning in a 25 M® star. The neutron density (nn) is 
given in units of 10*^  cm-3 (from ref. 234).
So, more investigation needs on large uncertainty on the ,2C(tt,y) l60  reaction rate 
|238,239] as well as weak production of 61Ni, 64Ni, etc whether due to uncertainty in 
other main s-componcnts or not.
4.5. Oxygen burning :
In massive star at temperature -  2 x 109 K, oxygen shell burning begins and it ultimately 
produces Si seeds for next silicon burning. The 160 ( l60,n) 3,S is the main neutron source in 
this oxygen shell burning. While large electron capture in the late stage of oxygen burning 
produces iron peak nuclei f 175—181]. This shell burning also converts l60  and 24Mg to the 
Si-Ca quasi equilibrium group i.e. production of neutrons in oxygen shell burning partially 
depends on how much electron capture reaction occurs as well as abundance of ,60.
Recent investigation [240-249] on stellar oxygen abundances,/ indicate thdt the 
abundances of oxygen vary from star to star and there is a correlation between the neutron 
captured elements and the strongly variable O, and Na (produced through neutron capture 
synthesis) abundances. In an observation of 7774 A 01 triplet and other oxygen lines King 
(242] found that the mean abundance of [O/Fe] ratio of metal poor stars is = + 0.53 with a 
1 <7 dispersion of + 0.12 dex. In another observation [246] King also found that the [O/Fe] 
ratio of a very metal poor (Fe/H -  -  3) halo star BD -  I3°3442 is larger by -  0.35 dex than 
that of the other two halo stars HD 140283 and BD + 03°740. To eleminate these 
discrepancies in the oxygen abundance and O/Fe ratio of stellar atmosphere/interior, King 
and Boesgaard [247] recently investigate systematic effects on oxygen abundances derived 
from 6300 A (OI) line and 7774 A (OI) triplet under LTE (Local Thermodynamic 
Equilibrium) and non-LTE models. They also found that the discrepancy in the O 
abundances and O/Fc ratio still exist between the presently observed value of the oxygen 
abundances and O/Fe ratio and earlier observed and predicted values (i.e. Barbuy and 
Erdehji-Mendes [250], Barbuy [251], Bessell et al [252] [O/Fe ~ + 0.4 to + 0.5]; Abia and 
Rebolo [253] [O/Fe -  + 1.2]; non-LTE model calculations : Altrock [254], Lambert [255], 
Kisclman [256], Spiesman and Wallerstein [257] [O/Fe = + 0.3 and 0.4]; Spite and Spite 
[258] [O/Fe = + 0.48 and 0.59], etc). For LTE model their obtained value for oxygen 
abundance (i.e. log 6 (0) = 8.91) is consistent with the presently accepted value of 8.93 and 
the recently determined value of 8.86 [259]. Takeda [260] has also studied the problem of 
non-LTE effect on oxygen abifndance in metal poor stars with a special attention to oxygen
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triplet X 7771 -5. They found that the non-LTE abundance correction for oxygen 
abundance is fairly small (< 0.1 dex), and for 01 triplet X 7771 -5 is -0.06 for the sun 
which is smaller than those previous non-LTE calculations by 0.1-0.3 dex. Using the 
nop-LTE effect ot this triplet, Takeda has extended his observation to F-G popular II 
dwarfs also, but discrepancy in O/Fe ratio still remains.
Using new advanced hydrodynamics techniques and numerical simulation, Arnett 
1175], Bazan and Arnett [261] have investigated the hydrodynamic behaviour of shell 
oxygen burning. An abrupt change in the ,60  abundance occurs in the initial stage while 
small fluctuation (of the order of 0.05 in nuclear fraction) in the ,60  abundance occur at the 
late stage. Above the burning shell these fluctuations are much smaller. Significant 
composition inhomogeneity arises due to incomplete mixing of nuclear fuel from stable 
region toward the hotter regions of convective zone. As a result, perturbations in density, 
velocity, electron fraction, etc occur. It is observed that a 36% increase in neutron excess in 
this region due to the electron capture occurs as the density increases. Downdrafts sink and 
hcLt by compression creates 'hotspots' which affects the flow of fuel. The important result is 
that appearcncc of perturbation due to convection in this oxygen shell burning will enhance 
the mixing of S6Ni nuclei. But the problem is that the unstable 56Ni nuclei alongwith newly 
decayed products are also available as yield which is a source of trouble for accurate 
measurements. Although the fluctuation of abundance of 160  in the gradient region is small, 
investigation of perturbations particularly on density perturbation, appearence of convective 
shell and convective flow are very crucial for understanding the exact nature of oxygen 
shell burning.
4.6. Supernova phase :
At the end of its nuclear fuel a massive star can become a supernova. It is believed that 
r-proccss nucleosynthesis occurs in supernova and just prior to collapse, the core of the 
massive star largely consists of 54Fe alongwith neutron-iich isotopes like 4tsCa, 50Ti, S4Cr, 
58Fe, etc which are ashes of the silicon burning shell. Outer layers of the core consist of the 
ashes from the oxygen, neon, carbon, helium and hydrogen burning shells. During a 
supernova explosion, the temperature becomes so high (> 4 -  5 x 109 K) within a short time 
scale (~ 1 sec) that transformation in the final abundances of the ejected mass takes place 
due to occurrence of nuclear reactions. So, if the r-process mainly occurs in the supernova 
explosion of massive stars, then the abundances of its products in the ejecta are functions of 
initial stellar metallicily i.e. exact estimates of abundances of heavy elements produced 
through s-process and r-process before the explosion and heavy element abundances after 
the explosion are very much important to understand the dynamics of supernova as well as 
after explosion evolution Le. formation of dwarfs, neutron stars, etc. Of course, neutrinos 
play an active role in the explosion mechanism of massive stars while neutrino mixing 
creates various constraints in supernova nucleosynthesis [262,263]. In a recent study of the 
abundances of neutron rich elements Gratton and Sneden [166] found that the element to 
iron ratios for the group of elements from Ba to Eu increase with atomic number for the star
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with (- 2 < Fe/H < -  1) while lighter elements (Ba, La, Ce) are slightly overdeficient by a 
factor o f -0.1 dex. In case of most metal poor stars (with Fe/H < -  2.5) all these group of 
elements i.e. Ba to Eu are largely over-deficient with no clear evidence for a plateau at very 
low metallicities. Even the spread in the element to iron ratios is larger by a factor of 0 .1 to 
0.15 dex than the scatter the origin of which is not yet clear. Regarding solar system s- 
proccss abundance, their observed abundance pattern of neutron capture elements, 
particularly Ba abundance is in excess relative to solar system r-process nucleosynthesis 
predictions. On the other hand, observed abundance of heavy elements from s-process 
contribution is over estimated with respect to presently accepted solar abundances of heavy 
elements. This indicates that a difference exists between the observed pattern of neutron 
captured heavy elements (produced via s-process/r-process), and solar abundance of heavy 
elements as well as for metal poor stars. Only thorough investigations in this regard can 
give the clue to this heavy element abundance discrepancy.
4.7. Proto-neutron star phase :
At the end of final stage of the evolution of massive star, an iron core forms at the centre of 
the star. Due to undergoing gravitational collapse in the core, the central density reaches 
nuclear matter density. In this stage, the core collapses abruptly in such a manner that a 
'core bounce' appears due to this. According to the present picture of prompt explosion 
mechanism, shock waves lose the entire kinetic energy within a very short lime (few 
milliseconds) for stalling inside the outer edge of the initial iron core. At this moment, no 
disruption takes place. After a short time interval (prompt explosion) neutrino streaming 
coming out from the newly born neutron star. Neutron star's binding energy at this stage is 
so strong that it can drive a powerful shock into the overlaying stellar mantle. As a result, a 
matter depleted region, called 'Hot Bubble', appears which separates the central remnant 
and the ejected stellar envelope [264,265]. Figure 16 shows the final r-proccss abundances 
in the hot bubble region. The solid curve shows the r-process yields obtained from an 
integration of local values. Evaluated maximum uncertainties due to the procedure of above 
integration and interpolation are indicated by the shaded area. The circles with error bar 
represent the solar r-process abundances (normalized with the Kappeler et al values [ 14]). 
It has two best fit peaks of abundances of r-process nuclei (N®, r) around the mass number 
A = 130 and A = 195. In the A < 80 a plateau is observed rather than an edge observed in the 
previous calculations [17, 267]. Previous calculations also indicate that the seed nuclei are 
confined to neutron rich, Fe group elements in a highly neutronized material at high 
temperature and high densities (because of their tendency toward NSE) while in hot bubble 
the seed nuclei and A < 90 are synthesized already by alpha process. This means that with 
the above existing discrepancies if the bulk r-process abundance of the heavy nuclei in the 
region A < 80 could be explained by the neutrino driven nucleosynthesis in the hot bubble 
phase of supernova explosion, other phases during the supernova explosion will have to be 
considered for complete description of solar system abundances of r-process nuclei. 
Figure 17 shows clearly the difference in abundances of r-process heavy nuclei when above 
two situations are included. The solid line represents the abundances of r-process in one
situation when beta-delayed neutron emission after the 'freeze-out' (i.e. when the total 
number of free neutrons decreases to about 1/500 of the total number of heavy nuclei) 
o! the r-process is excluded while open circles are for the other situation where beta delayed
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liRiirc 16. Final i-piocess abundance curve in the 
uholc it’jrion of ihe hoi bubble as obtained by 
lakahaslu el al f2661 Solid curve represents the 
behavioui ol number tiactions of i piocess heavy 
nuclei .u m iiim  mass number A The circles with 
uioi bai lepiesent Ihe solar i-piocess abundances in 
st.mil,ml imiis of the Si abundance noimali7ed to 
NS| .  - I0h N . .  i = the numbei ol abundances ol 
i piocess nuclei in the solai system in units ol 
i  10^ The shaded area indicates the evaluated 
maximum unccitainties due to (he pioccduic ol 
mteipolation and mtepiation (from icl |266])
Figure 17. A comparison of the final r-proeess 
abundance curve at two diffeient situation on 
Beta-delayed neution emission after the "freeze-out" 
of the r proccss (see text) Solid curve for the 
situation when beta delayed neutron emission is 
excluded Open circles for the situation where 
beta-delayed neutron emission is taken into account 
(from ref 266)
neutron emission are considered (except reabsorption of the emitted neutrons). So, in type II 
supernovac neutrino wind driven hot bubble region creation gives a most promising site for 
i-process nucleosynthesis [268]. Not only that it also gives an initiation to search for a 
production mcchanusm of relatively light r-process nuclei (A < 80).
5. Conclusion and outlooks
We see that neutron production and its How play an important role during various burning 
phases of neutron capture nucleosynthesis. New rales, hydrodynamical techniques and 
numerical simulations have further increased our knowledge of understanding the neutron 
capture nucleosynthesis. Still various difficulties and uncertainties remain for more 
investigation. Such as :
(a) How much portion of the collapsing molecular clouds form a star 7
(h) Non standard mixing and chemical discontinuity in hydrogen shell burning :
Theoretical ejaculations [112-115] indicate that a chemical discontinuity arises 
because of convective envelope when hydrogen burning shell reaches its maximum 
event. On the other hand, observations suggest that CNO clement anomalies in star's 
chemical composition will affect the star's mass.
(c) Interpretation of the ratio (,60 /,80)/(,60 /,70) in red giant stars [269-271] :
It should give us more insight about the combined effect of nuclear reactions and 
convecting mixing.
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(d) Experimental verification of the rate of ,70 (p ,a ) reaction for determining the 
accurate rate.
(e) Thorough observation regarding correlation between strongly variable O and Na 
abundances.
(f) Investigation of O/Fe ratio for various stars [272-274].
(g) Inhomogeneity in composition and hotspot burning during oxygen shell burning : 
These two arc likely to change the details of nucleosynthesis during oxygen shell 
burning stage of stellar evolution.
(h) Possibility of rotational mixing ■
Recent calculations [268,275,276] indicate that the ratio of 4He/'H, l4N/l2C and 
l4N/,60  are rather large at the surfaces of fully mixed star models. The possible 
reason of it is the rotational mixing which may cause enrichment of helium and 
nitrogen as well as depletion of carbon and oxygen nuclei in that star.
(i) Measurement of screening caused by oxygen ions [277,278] during carbon shell 
burning.
(j) Accurate measurements of neutron density at various burning phase and decay of Ni 
isotopes :
A low neutron density during core He burning in massive star favors the decay of Ni 
isotopes (e.g. fi3Ni, 63Cu, ...) while high neutron density at the beginning of C 
burning phase causes a depletion of 63Cu because of strong neutron capture by e3Ni.
(k) Search for a production mechanism of relatively light {A < 80) r-process nuclei.
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